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Abs t rac t .  We present an algorithm for inducing recursive clauses us- 
ing inverse implication (rather than inverse resolution) as the under- 
lying generahzation method. Our approach applies to a class of logic 
programs similar to the class of primitive recursive functions. Induction 
is performed using a small number of positive examples that need not be 
along the same resolution path. Our algorithm, implemented in a system 
named CRUSTACEAN, locates matched lists of generating terms that 
determine the pattern of decomposition exhibited in the (target) recur- 
sive clause. Our theoretical analysis defines the class of logic programs 
for which our approach is complete, described in terms characteristic of 
other ILP approaches. Our current implementation is considerably faster 
than previously reported. We present evidence demonstrating that, given 
randomly selected inputs, increasing the number of positive examples 
increases accuracy and reduces the number of outputs. We relate our 
approach to similar recent work on inducing recursive clauses. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Inducing recursive relational Horn clauses, or logic programs, is important  for 
several reasons. First, recursion is the basic technique in logic programming, 
where iteration is achieved by recursion. Second, important  classes of functions 
(e.g., primitive recursive functions) are defined recursively. Third, as we have 
pointed out in an earlier paper (Lapointe, Ling, & Matwin, 1993), constructive 
learning in the inductive logic programming (ILP) context requires the ability 
to learn recursive relations. 

The shortcomings of existing ILP systems for inducing recursive clauses have 
been discussed in the recent literature, and are by now well understood (Lapointe 
& Matwin, 1992; Muggleton, 1992; Idestam-Almquist, 1993). It is generally be- 
lieved that  the 0-subsumption mechanism is the main source of difficulty in 
inducing recursive clauses in popular ILP systems (e.g., F O I L  (Quinlan, 1991) 
and GOLEM (Muggleton & Fang, 1990)). Several authors have initiated work on 
ILP systems that  are not founded on 0-subsumption. These systems are based on 
the idea that  generalization, necessary for inducing general clauses from specific 
examples, should be based on inverse implication rather than inverse resolution. 
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We have proposed an approach and an implementation that shows how a specific 
inverse implication technique can induce a class of important recursive functions 
given very few examples. 

In this paper, we extend our earlier work by proving that our method is com- 
plete (i.e., with respect to implication) for a specific class of logic programs that 
is structurally similar to the class of primitive recursive functions. Syntactically, 
the class of programs that our CRUSTACEAN system can learn has the form 

v(A1,  . . . , A n ) .  

p ( A 1 , . . . , A n )  ,-- p(B1,...,Bn), 

where Ai and Bi are possibly complex logical terms (e.g., list constructors). This 
is a good indication of the power, in terms of expressiveness, of the class we have 
considered since it is well known that the class of primitive recursive functions 
can be used to represent ahnost any algebraic function. The class of purely 
logical relations contains such practically useful logic programs as appending and 
splitting lists, deleting a given element from a list, reversing lists, and arithmetic 
functions such as addition and factorial. In addition, our approach requires only 
a very small number of training examples. Methods based on 0-subsumption 
typically (e.g., in a classroom environment) require tens of training instances to 
induce some of the functions mentioned above. 

This paper describes CRUSTACEAN, a system that generalizes the inverse 
implication approach first applied in LOPSTER (Lapointe & Matwin, 1992). 
CRUSTACEAN relaxes one of the limiting assumptions of LOPSTER,  which 
required that training instances belong to the same chain of recursive calls. By 
removing this assumption, much less user's knowledge of the recursive relation 
is required than was required by LOPSTER.  In LOPSTER,  the user had to 
know either the base clause of the recursion or the recursive clause (i.e., in or- 
der to supply two examples that belong to the same chain of recursive calls). 
In CRUSTACEAN, the input examples are completely independent. This di- 
rection of research is motivated by our goal to develop efficient, practically us- 
able ILP systems that assume no additional knowledge other than the strong 
hypothesis bias (i.e., the class of logic programs the system can induce). The 
current version of CRUSTACEAN has been significantly optimized compared 
to the version first reported in (Aha, Ling, Matwin, & Lapointe, 1993). We de- 
scribe some of these optimizations in Sect. 3. Section 4 of this paper describes 
a theoretical characterization of CRUSTACEAN's abilities, Sect. 5 summarizes 
empirical results, and Sect. 6 relates our contributions to other work on inverse 
implication: ~u begin by describing some of the basic concepts underlying our 
approach in Sect. 2. 

2 Basic  Concepts  

There are three notions, underlying our approach. These notions were first intro- 
duced, in a slightly different form, in LOPSTER (Lapointe ~ Matwin, 1992). 
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They are useful for building tools that  can then be used to hypothesize the 
recursive concept definition from the structure o f  terms of n >_ 2 examples of 
that  concept. These notions are (1) subterms, (2) embedding terms, and (3) 
generating terms. We will define them here informally, using an example as an 
illustration. 

Given two terms tl  and 1~, 11 is a subterm of t2 iff there exists a third term 
1~, called an embedding term of 11, such that  substituting 11 for a variable in 1~ 
(i.e., embedding tl  in t~) we obtain a term identical to t2 up to an additional 
substitution necessary to produce the specific constants (in general, subterms) in 
11 and 12. For example, suppose that  the two terms are t l  = I] and 12 = [c, a] = 
[c, al~ ]. Then t l  is a subterm of t2, where t~ = [c, alSubterm], and substituting 

for the variable Subterm in te yields 12 (i.e., the additional substitution in 11 
is vacuous here). 

If t l  is a subterm oft2 realized by the embedding term re, then the generating 
term of le (of depth n) is a term I v,  such that V occurs exactly once in I v ,  and 
that  substituting i V for V n - 1 times in I v produces l~ up to a substitution. 
Intuitively speaking, the generating term decomposes the embedding term into 
repeated applications of n identical substitutions. Again, let us consider the 
above example. The embedding term [c, alSubterm ] has two generating terms. 
The first is 1V -- [c, alV ]. It has a depth of 1 because we can obtain te from t y 
directly (i.e., there is no need to substitute I v for V). There is also a generating 
term at depth 2 for 1~, namely I v = [XIV ]. If we substitute t v for V once, then 
we obtain [XI[YIV]] = [X, Y]V]. 

We can informally describe the mechanics of C R U S T A C E A N  as follows. It 
assumes that  the target theory consists of one purely recursive clause R and one 
base clause B. If C R U S T A C E A N  is given positive examples P1 and P2, then 
P1 can be proven by resolving B1 and R repeatedly where B1 is a specializa- 
tion of B. Therefore, arguments of B1 are subterms of P1. Similarly, arguments 
in B~. are subterms of P2. Therefore, to infer the recursive clause /~ and the 
base clause B, C R U S T A C E A N  computes, for all the training examples, all the 
subterms. The base clause is then induced from the least general generalization 
(lgg) (Muggleton & Feng, 1990) o f  these subterms. The resulting embedding 
terms must contain the same generating term since the same recursive clause 
R is used in the proofs of the positive examples (i.e., except for those positive 
examples that  are instantiations of the base clause). Therefore, the next step is 
to find the matching generating terms that  form the basis for constructing the 
recursive clause. The next section describes C R U S T A C E A N  and an example 
of its processing in more detail. 

3 D e s c r i p t i o n  o f  C R U S T A C E A N  

C R U S T A C E A N  is a generalization of Lapointe and Matwin's (1992) L O P -  
S T E R  system. ~ Both systems are based on inverse implication rather than 0- 

5 An cartier version of CRUSTACEAN was described in (Aha, Ling, Matwin, & La- 
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subsumption. Their main difference is that  C R U S T A C E A N  does not require 
that  the positive instances be on the same inverse resolution path. Effectively, 
this means that  the user does not need to know the definition of the target 
relation a priori. 

Table 1. CRUSTACEAN induces a set of recursive relations and filters them accord- 
ing to constraints provided by its inputs 

Given: P: a set of positive examples 

N: a set of neEative examples 

CRUSTACEAN (P, N)  
1. Relations ~- Induce_relations(P,N) 
2. 0utput: Filter_relations(Relations,P,N) 

Induce_relations(P, N) 
I. S ~- Subterms(P) 
2. C +-- Generating_terms(S) 

3. C *-- Combinations(S, G) 
4. Vc6C: 
IF Legal_match(c) THEN 

4. i b ~-- Base_clause(c) 
4.2 IF Inconsistent(b,N) THEN 

4.2. I r +-- Recursive_clause(c) 

4.2.2 Relations +-- Relations U {( be r )} 
5. 0utput : Relations 

Filter_relations(Relations,P,N) 
1. Discard all redundant relations 
2. Discard all infinitely recursive relations 
3. Discard all relations that resolve with any n 6N 
4. Discard all relations that cannot resolve ,ith all p 6 P 

5. 0utput: Remaining relations 

Table 1 summarizes C R U S T A C E A N ' s  control algorithm and I /O  behavior. 
C R U S T A C E A N  inputs both a set of positive and a set of negative examples of 
a predicate and outputs singly recursive relations LP=(BC,RC)  with base clause 

BC and recursive clause RC such that 

pointe, 1993). The current version removes the requirement to constrain the set 
of constants that may appear in the induced relations, attempts to induce relations 
from all matching sets of generating lists rather than only those with highest summed 
depth, requires that their summed depth be at least two, and incorporates several 
efficiency improvements. 
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1. LP resolves with each positive example and no negative example and 
2. at least one of the positive examples can resolve with RC. 

Each argument BCj (1 < j < arity(LP)) of BC is the lgg of Sij (1 < i < n), 
where Sij is a subterm of Pij (i.e., the jth argument of positive example Pi) 
obtained by recursively applying a structural decomposition operator Dj Ni 
times. Each argument RCj in the head of RC is the lgg of the subterms generated 
by applying Dj to Pij, where each Pi contributes Ni subterms. Each argument 
Cj of RC's (single) condition comes from applying Dj once to RCj. 

CRUSTACEAN's  behavior is illustrated using the last_of example (Ta- 
ble 2) throughout the remainder of this section. In our illustration, pairs of 
subterms and embedding terms are represented using square bracket notation 
for lists. "Subterm" is used in the embedding terms to refer to the location 
of the subterm within the Corresponding entire term. For example, the pairing 
[a,[Subterm]] pairs a subterm "a" with an embedding term "[Subterm]" for the 
term "[a]". We represent lists as dotted pairs (e.g., "[a,b]" is our shorthand for 
"pair(a,pair(b,~))"). 

C R U S T A C E A N  calls Induce_relations to induce relations for the given pred- 
icate and then calls Filter_relations to discard those that do not pass all of its 
filters. 

The positive examples are lazt_of(a,[c,a]) and last_of(b,[x,y,b]). Function In- 
duce_relations begins by computing, for each positive example's arguments, its 
set of subterms and their embedding terms (Step 1). Step 2 then computes their 
corresponding generating terms. The first example's subterms and embedding 
terms are shown below on the left. The corresponding generating terms and 
depths are displayed to their right. 

[ [a,Subterm] ], 
[ [[c,a] ,Subterm] , 

[C, [SUbt erm, a] ] , 
[ [a], [c l Subt erm] ], 
[a, [c, Subt erm] ] , 
[[], [c, al Subterm] ] ] 

[ [empty,O] ], 
[ [empty,O], 

[pair(1),l] , 
[pair (2), I], 
[pair (2)/pair (I), i], 
[pair(2),2 ~ pair(2)/pair(2),l] ] 

There is one list for each argument of last_of. Since the first argument is a con- 
stant, it has only one subterm (i.e., itself). There are five subterms for the second 
argument (i.e., [c,a]). For example, the third subterm of the second argument is 
[a]. Its embedding term is [clSubterm ] since the substitution of [a] for Subr 
in this expression yields the complete second argument [c,a]. Its only generating 
term is pair(2) at depth 1, meaning that the subterm is accessed by decomposing 
the argument once using pair and selecting its second argument. When we write 
none for a generating term, we mean that it is not defined for that subterm (i.e., 
no decomposition is required to access the subterm from the complete argument 
because they are identical). Two generating terms exist for the last subterm 
of the second argument. One of these yields the subterm via two recursive de- 
compositions of pair(2) while the other does so via a combination of two such 
decompositions at depth 1 (i.e., the former decomposes the second argument 
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once per recursive call while the latter decomposes it twice per recursive call). 
The same information for the second example is shown below. 

[ [b,Subterm] ] [ 
[ [ [x ,y ,b]  ,Subterm], [ 

Ix, [Subt erm, y, b] ] ,  
[ [y, b],  [x [ Subt erm] ] ,  
[y, Ix, Subt erm, b] ] ,  
[ [b], [x, y I Subt erm] ], 
[b, Ix, y, [Subt erm] ] ], 
[[], [x,y,b [ Subterm] ] ] 

[none, O] ] 
[none, 0],  
[pa i r  (1),  1], 
[ pa i r (2 ) ,  1], 
[pair(2)/pair (I), 1], 
[pair(2),2 & pair(2)/pair(2),l], 
[pair (2)/pair (2)/pair ( I ), I], 
[pair(2) ,3 
pair(2)/pair(2)/pair(2), I] ] 

Induce_relation's third step computes, for each example separately, the cross 
products of its subterms and its generating terms. Some combinations are dis- 
carded since they cannot contribute to the induction of recursive clauses. For ex- 
ample, combinations at different non-zero generating depths are discarded since 
they require a different number of decompositions per argument. This yields the 
six combinations of subterms (left) and generating terms (right) below for the 
first example. 

[[a,Subterm] 
[[a,Subterm] 
[[a,Subterm] 
[[a,Subterm] 
[[a,Subterm] 
[[a,Subterm] 

[ [C, a] , Subt erm] ] 
[c, [Subt erm, a] ] ] 
[ [a ] ,  [c I Subterm]]] 
[a, [c,Subterm] ] ] 
[[] , [c,al Subterm]]] 
[[] , [c,al Subterm]]] 

[ [none, none] , O] 
[ [none, pa i r  (1) ] ,  1] 
[ [none, p a i r  (2) ] ,  1 ] 
[ [none, pa i r  ( 2 ) / p a i r  ( 1 ) ] ,  1] 
[ [none, pa i r  (2) ] ,  2] 
[[none ,pair(2)/pair(2)] , 1] 

Although the last two combinations have identical combinations of subterms, 
they are paired with different generating terms and depths. The nine combina- 
tions for the second example's subterms (left) and generating terms (right) are 
shown below. 

[[b, Subterm] , 
[ [b, Subt erm] 
[ [b, Subt erm] 
[ [b, Subt erm] 
[ [b, Subt erm] 
[[b, Subt erm] 
[ [b, Subt erm] 

[[x,y,b],Subterm]] 
Ix, [Subterm,y,b]]] 
[[y], [xlSubterm]]] 
[[y,b], [x,Subterm,b]]] 
[[b], [x,y[Subterm]]] 
[[b], [x,ylSubterm]]] 

[ [none, none], O] 
[ [none, pair ( 1 ) ] ,  1] 
[[none ,pair (2)], 1] 
[ [none, pair (2)/pair ( 1 ) ] ,  1] 
[ [none,pair (2)] ,2] 
[ [none ,pair (2)/pair (2)], 1] 

[b, [x,y, [Subterm]]]] [[none, 
pair (2)/pair (2)/pair ( i ) ], 13 

[[b,Subterm] , [[] , [x,y,b[Subterm]]] [[none,pair(2)] ,3] 
lib, Subterm] , [[] , [x,y,b ~ Subterm] ] ] [[none, 

pair (2)/pair (2)/pair(2)] , I] 

The cross product of the combinations found for these two positive examples 
thus yields 6 • 9 = 54 total combinations, which is output by the call to Com- 
binations in Step 3. Step 4 in Induce_relations tests these 54 combinations. For 
each combination, it first attempts to match their generating lists. For example, 
the first attempted match involves the following lists. 
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[ [a, Subt erm], [ [c,  a] ,  Subterm] ] [ [none, none],  O] 
lib, Subterm], [ix, y,b], Subterm] ] [[none,none] ,0] 

This match is immediately rejected because the summed depths of these lists 
of generating terms is zero, whereas the summed depths must be at least two 
to ensure, with high probability, that the induced recursive clause is sufficiently 
general. 6 If the summed depth is zero, then both examples' combinations of 
subterms are instantiations of the base clause. For such combinations, the re- 
cursive clause cannot be induced (i.e., because the pattern of decompositions 
performed during recursion cannot be determined). If the summed depths was 
only one, then one combination of subterms would require exactly one recursive 
call. Later, we will show how CRUSTACEAN induces the arguments for the 
head of the recursive clause by computing the lgg's of the examples' arguments 
prior to decomposition. In this case, the lgg would be computed over only one 
decomposition per each argument, which would cause them to be overly specific. 
Thus, CRUSTACEAN requires that the summed depths of a match be at least 
two. 

One of the remaining 53 matches being considered attempts to match the 
second combinations for each instance: 

[ in, Subt erm] , [c, [Subt erm, a] ] ] [ [none, pair (I) ] , I] 
[[b,Subterm] , ix, [Subterm,y,b]]] [[none,pair(1)] ,l] 

Here the summed depth is two, which is sufficient. Lists of generating terms 
match only if the generating terms match for each argument. The none gener- 
ating term matches any term. Alt other generating terms must match exactly, 
both in the function used to decompose the term and its selected argument (i.e., 
the second arguments in both of these lists decompose their arguments using 
the "pair" function's firs~ argument). In this case, the lists match. Step 4.1 then 
computes the matching lists' base clause from their subterms, which are shown 
below for this example. 

F i r s t  example: (a ,c )  
Second example: (b,x) 

A potential base clause is induced from these subterms by computing the least 
general generalization (Muggleton & Feng, 1990) of each argument. This match 
thus yields last_of(A,B) as a potential base clause. Step 4.2 discards poten- 
tial base clauses that resolve with any of the negative examples. For example, 
this clause is discarded since it resolves with the only negative example (i.e., 
last_of([x,y],[x])). However, the match between the following subterms and gen- 
erating terms yields last_of(A,[A]), which does not resolve with any negative 
example. 

[ in, Subt erm] , [ [a] , [c I Subt erm] ] ] [ [none, pa i r  (2) ] , 1 ] 
[ [b, Subt erra], [ [b], ix, y I Subt erm] ] ] [ [none, pa i r  (2) ] ,  2] 

6 The induced recursive clause may still contain irrelevant constants under some 
circumstances. 
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In this case, Induce_relations calls Recursive_clause on this combination to in- 
duce a recursive clause. The arguments ill the head of the recursive clause are 
taken from the least general generalization over the arguments from the iterative 
decompositions of each example. Each example contributes the number of itera- 
tions equal to the depth of its list of generating terms. The first iteration is the 
example itself, while the i th iteration is generated by applying the decomposition 
specified by the list of matched generating terms i -  1 times to the example. The 
iterative decompositions for this match, one from the first example and two from 
the second example, are shown below. 

(a ,  [ c , a ]  ) 
(b ,  [x ,  y ,b ]  ) 
(b, [y,b] ) 

This last iteration is generated by applying the decomposition [none,pair(2)] to 
(b,[x,y,b]). The lgg of these iterations yields the arguments (A,[B,CID]). Thus, 
the head of the induced recursive clause is last_of(A,[B,CID]). The recursive call 
of the induced recursive clause is constructed by applying the decomposition 
specified by the matched generating terms. This yields last_of(A,[C]D]), and the 
complete induced relation is shown below. 

last_of(A, [A] ) . 
last_of(A,[B,CiD]) :- last_of(A,[ClD]). 

Although the recursive clause shown here differs from the more typical 

last_of(A,[BIC]) :- last_of(A,C), 

the induced clause is more accurate; there is no need to invoke the recursive 
clause when only one element remains in the list and it does not resolve with 
the base clause. 

Note that, if the summed depths of the matched lists of generating terms was 
one, then only one iteration would be used to induce the recursive clause, which 
causes it to be overly-specific. Thus, as mentioned earlier, LegM_match (Step 4) 
requires that the summed depths of the list of generating terms in a match must 
be at least two. 

Only one of the other matched combinations yields a base clause that does 
not unify with any negative example. That combination is shown below. 

[ [a, Subt erm] , [ [] , It, a I Subt erm] ] ] [ [none, pair (2) ] , 2] 
[[b,Subterm] , [[] , [x,y,bl Subterm]]] [[none,pair(2)] ,3] 

Their lists of generating terms match, their iterations are 

(a,  [c ,a]  ) 
( a ,  [a]) 
(b, [x ,y ,b ]  ) 
(b, [y,b] ) 
(b, [b] ),  
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and the induced base and recursive clauses are shown below. 

last_of (A, [] ) .  
last_of(A, [BIC]) :- last_of(A,C). 

Thus, Induce_relations outputs only two induced relations for last_of. 
Filter_relations is then called with these two relations. They differ, so both 

pass the redundancy filter. They also pass a simple test that  detects infinitely 
recursive relations. They are then tested to see if they resolve with any negative 
example. The second relation resolves with negative example last_of([x,y],[x]), 
indicating that  it is too general. Thus, it is discarded, leaving only the correct 
target relation (see also Table 2), which does not resolve with the negative ex- 
ample and does resolve with all of the positive examples. 

4 T h e o r e t i c a l  A n a l y s i s  

This section describes a theoretical analysis of C R U S T A C E A N .  We provide a 
characterization of the structure of logic programs that  it can induce. Further- 
more, we show that  our algorithm is complete for the family of logic programs 
that  we have defined. That  is, it induces all least general logic programs of the 
family that  are consistent with the training examples. The hypothesis language 
of C R U S T A C E A N  is restricted to a specific class or family of singly-recursive 
logic programs. The following definition captures this targeted family. 

D e f i n i t i o n  1. (Definition of SR) SR is defined as the family of singly-recursive 
logic programs LP=(BC,  RC) of the following syntactic form: 

B C  = p(al ,  a2,...,  an). 

R C  = p(bl, b2,..., bn) ~'- p(cl ,  c2,..., Cn). 

where p is a predicate symbol, ai, bi, and ci are terms, and, for every i (1 < i < n) 
either 

1. ci r bi, ci is not a ground term (i.e., it contains at least one variable), and 
ci is a subtenn of bi, or 

2. ci = bi. 

Furthermore, the first condition above must be satisfied for at least one i (1 < 
i < n ) .  

Any logic program LP G SR consists of a base clause BC and a singly- 
recursive clause RC. The last part of this definition ensures that  at least one 
argument is decomposed (i.e., simplified) by applications of the recursive clause. 
This avoids meaningless logic programs that  have an infinitely recursive clause 
such as p ( X )  ~-- p ( X ) .  The family SR includes many interesting and non-trivial 
recursive logic programs. 
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Example 1. 

BC1 = last_of(A, [A]) 

RC1 = last_of(A, [B, CID]) ~-- last_of(A, [CID]) 

LP1 = (BC1, RCI) belongs to the family SR; the first arguments of the recursive 
clause satisfy the second condition of Definition 1 and the second arguments 
satisfy the first condition. 

Muggleton's (1992) definition of n th powers and n th roots of a clause will be 
useful for describing the output  of our algorithm. First, we need to define the 
function L, which contains only linear derivations of Robinson's (1965) function 
R. 

D e f i n i t i o n 2 .  (Resolution closure) Let T be a set of clauses. The function L is 
recursively defined as 

L t ( T )  : T 

L'~(T) = {CIC~ E Ln-~(T) ,  C2 E T, C is the resolvent of C1 and C2} 

D e f i n i t i o n 3 .  (n  th p o w e r s  and roots of a clause) A clause D is an  n th power 
of a clause C iff D is a clause in L~({C}) except for the renaming of variables. 
Similarly, C is an n th root of D if and only if D is an n th power of C. 

For instance, p ( f ( f ( X ) ) )  +-- p (X )  is a second power (i.e., the square) of 
p ( f ( X ) )  ~ p(X) .  

P r o p o s i t i o n 4 .  (Completeness of C R U S T A C E A N  for SR) Given a set of pos- 
itive examples P and a set of negative examples N,  C R U S T A C E A N  will output 
every logic program LP=(BC,  RC) in SR with the following properties. 

1. LP is complete and consistent with. respect to P and N,  and there exists a 
p E P such thai BC O-subsumes a n th >_ 1 power of { RC,  p} .  

2. LP is a Igg under implication of P, or recursive clause RC is the least general 
n th root of RC'  for a given n > 2, where LP'=(BC,  RC')  is a lgg under 
implication of P.  

We can only provide a sketch for Proposition 4's proof at this time for a sim- 
ple extension of C R U S T A C E A N .  7 Let G T = { G T 1 , . . . ,  GTn} be an arbitrary 
list of matched generating terms constructed from examples P with arity n. Let 
the depth of each Pi C P be Di .  Each GTj  defines how to decompose each Pij 
into an arbitrary subterm sij (1 _< j _< n). Let BC and RC be the base and 
recursive clauses constructed from this match. Each argument BCj is the lgg of 
subterms sij for all i. For all pi E P ,  R C  resolves with each argument pij to yield 

7 The extension is a filter in Filter_relations that removes all outputs 0-subsumed by 
other outputs. We plan to implement this in the near future. 
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sij, requiring Di >_ 0 resolution steps. Therefore, LP=(BC,RC)  is complete with 
respect to P.  After construction, a filter ensures that LP cannot resolve with 
any n E N. Thus, it is also consistent with N. Since at least one Di >_ 1, then 
BC 0-subsumes the resolvent of RCD~ and pi, where RCDi is the D~ h power of 
RC. 

By construction, LP implies every clause in P.  Our hypothesized simple ex- 
tension of C R U S T A C E A N  adds a filter for removing outputs  that  0-subsume 
other outputs  (e.g., LP=(BC,RC) ,  where another output  LP '=(BC ' ,RC ' )  exists 
such that  BC 0-subsumes BC' and RC 0-subsumes RC'). Since BC is constructed 
from the lgg of subterms of P,  and RC from the lgg of generating term applica- 
tions on P ,  then LP can be an lgg under implication of P.  However, GTj  can 
contain S _> 2 repeating sequences of decomposition operators. C R U S T A C E A N  
outputs  every LP=(BC,RC, ) ,  where s is a divisor of S. Fewer repeats correspond 
to simpler and often more general recursive definitions. Since RCs is a S/s power 
of RC~ under substitution 0~, then each RC, is a least general Sis root of RCs, 
where LP=(BC,RCs) is a lgg under implication of P.  This completes our sketch. 

C R U S T A C E A N ' s  output  consists of all the least general logic programs of 
SR under implication for all depths of recursive clauses (i.e., the depth of a recur- 
sive clause corresponds to tile number of times it is used to prove all the positive 
examples). Since the 0-subsumption notion of generality is only incomplete for 
self-recursive clauses (i.e., for expressing generality relations between different 
powers or roots of a clause) (Muggleton, 1992), no output  is more general under 
0-subsumption than any other output,  although one might be more general than 
another under implication (e.g., as when the first recursive clause is a root of 
the second). 

Example 2. Let P = {p(f(f(O, a), b)), p ( f ( f ( f ( f (O,  a), b), a), b))} and let N = 
{p(s(0))}. Consider the following logic programs belonging to SR: 

LP1 : BCa = p(0) 

RC~ = p(I(V, X)) ,-- p(V) 
LP2 : BC2 = p(0) 

RC2 = p(f( f (V,  a), b)) +-- p(V) 
LP3 : BC3 = p(X) 

= p ( f ( v ,  x ) )  - p (V)  

LP4 :BC4 = p(O) 

RC4 = p(f( f (V,  X), b)) +-- p(V) 

LP2 is output  because it is a lgg of P under implication. RC1 is the least general 
second root of RC2 (up to a substitution) and BCI=BC2.  Therefore LPa is also 
output .  LPa is not output  since overly generM BC3 resolves with the negative 
example. The other outputs are complete and consistent with respect to P and 
N. However, RC4 is not a lgg since it is more general than RC2 and has the 
same term structure. Furthermore, is not a least general n *h root of any other 
RC' for a given LP '=(BC4,RC') .  Therefore, LP4 is not output.  
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5 Empirical Evaluation 

The following two subsections summarize  our evaluations of C R U S T A C E A N .  
Section 5.1 evaluates its performance when the inputs are manual ly  selected, 
thus approximat ing opt imal  conditions. Section 5.2 instead evaluates its perfor- 
mance when the inputs are randomly selected, which tests C R U S T A C E A N ' s  
robustness. 

5.1 E v a l u a t i o n  w i t h  M a n u a l l y  S e l e c t e d  I n p u t s  

We conducted ten experiments  with C R U S T A C E A N  to investigate its ability 
to induce relations when given positive examples not on the same inverse resolu- 
tion chain, s The  relations used in the experiments were previously used to test 
L O P S T E R  (Lapointe ~ Matwin, 1992). However, the positive examples used 
here were modified so as to not be on the same inverse resolution path.  9 The 
positive examples,  negative examples,  and target  relation for each experiment  
are summarized in Table 2. C R U S T A C E A N  output  the correct target  relation 
for each of the experiments; uo other relations were output .  Average run-t imes 
were collected from a set of 25 runs on a SUN SPARCstat ion 10 and are reported 
in Table 3. C R U S T A C E A N  is implemented in Quintus Prolog. 

5.2 E v a l u a t i o n  w i t h  R a n d o m l y  S e l e c t e d  I n p u t s  

Although this evaluation demonstra ted that  C R U S T A C E A N  performs well 
with manual ly  selected inputs, it provided no insight on how C R U S T A C E A N  
performs under less opt imal  conditions. Therefore, we evaluated its performance 
when the inputs were not manual ly selected. We hypothesized tha t  as more pos- 
itive examples were input, C R U S T A C E A N ' s  accuracy would increase and its 
number  of outputs  would decrease. 

In these experiments,  terms whose types are recursive da ta  structures (e.g., 
list, successor) were generated randomly from a uniform distribution on structure 
depth in the range [0, 4]. All constant terms and list subterms were randomly 
generated from a uniform distribution on the 26 lower case letters. Some argu- 
ments  were generated so that  they satisfied relation-dependent constraints when 
positive examples were requested. For example,  when generating a positive ex- 
ample for the member relation, the first argument  was selected randomly from 
the list 's elements. 

We exalnined C R U S T A C E A N ' s  performance when it was given two and 
three randomly selected positive instances. We varied the number  of negative 

These were also used to test an earlier version of CRUSTACEAN reported by Aha, 
Ling, Matwin, and Lapointe (1993). However, this more advanced version does not 
constrain what constants are allowed to appear in the induced clauses. It also reduces 
the cpu time required to solve these ten problems by approximately 24%. 

9 The experiment with factorial contained positive examples that were on the same 
inverse resolution chain, but this was unavoidable due to its definition. 
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T a b l e  2. Sets of positive (+) and negative ( - )  examples given as input in the 25 
experiments and the relations induced by CRUSTACEAN 

+ append([d],~,[d]) 
+ append ([a,b],[cl,[a,b,c]) 

- append ([d],[el,[d,e,f]) 
- append([a],~,[]) 
append([],A,A). 
append([A[B],C,[AlD]) 

:- append(B,C,D). 

+ delete(c,[a,b,c,d],[a,b,d]) 
+ delete(i ,[2,1],[2])  
- delete(d,[d,2],[d]) 
de lete(A,[AlB] ,B) .  
delete(A,[B,ClD], [BIE])  

:- del~te(A,[ClD],E) .  

+ extract Nth(s(s(0)),[y,z],z) 
+ extractNth(s(s(s(0))),[a,b,c,d],c) 
- extractNth(s(s(0)),[x,y],x) 
extractNth(s(0),[AlB],A). 
extractNth(s(s(A)),[n,CID],E) 

:- extractNth(s(A),[C[D],E). 

+ factor ia l (s (s (s (0) ) ) ,  
~(~(~(0)))* (~(~(0))*~(0))) 

+ fac tor ia l ( s ( s (0 ) ) , s ( s (0 ) )*s (0 ) )  
- factor ia l ( s ( s ( s ( s (0) ) ) ) ,  

* ( s ( s ( s ( s (0 ) ) ) ) , s ( s ( s (0 ) ) ) )  
faLct(s(0),s(0)). 
f a c t ( s ( s ( A ) ) , s ( s ( A ) ) * B )  

:- fac t ( s (A) ,B) .  

+ last_of(a,[c,a]) 
+ last_of(b,[x,y,b]) 
- last_of([x,y],[x]) 
last_of(h,[A]) .  
las t -of (A,[B,ClD])  

:- l~ t_of (A, [CID]) .  

+ member(3,[1,2,3,4])  
+ member(j ,[k,j])  
- member(3,[1,2,5])  
- member(a,[c ,d])  
memb~r(A,[AIB]) .  
member(A, [B ,C[D])  

:- member(A,[CID]) .  

+ nonelsZero([s(s(0))]) 
+ nonelsZero([s(0),s(s(s(0)))]) 
- nonelsZero([s(0),0]) 
noneIsZero(D. 
noneIsZero([s(A)[B]) 

:- noneIsZero(B). 

+ plus(s(O),s(O),s(s(o)))  
+ plu~(~(s(o)) ,o ,s(s(o)))  
- pl .~(o ,s(o) ,s (s(O)))  
- plus(s(0),0,0) 
- pl.s(O,O,s(O)) 
plus(0,A,A). 
plus(s(A),B,s(C)) 

:- plus(A,B,C). 

+ reverse([l,2], 
append(append(~,[2]),[1]) 

+ reverse([x], append(~, Ix])) 
- reverse([x,y],append(H,[x])) 
reverse(ED). 
reverse([A[B],append(C,[A])) :- 

:- reverse(B,C). 

+ split([x,y],[x],[y]) 
"4- split ([1,2,3,4],[1,3],[2,4]) 
- split ([x,y],[x,y],A) 
- split ([a],~,[a]) 
- split(~,~,[a]) 
- split([a],~,~) 
split(~,H,~). 
split ([A,B[C],[A[ D],[B[E]):- 

:- split(C,D,E). 
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Table  3. Average runtimes (25 runs) in cpu seconds and number of combinations of 
subterms processed for the ten relations (see Table 2) 

Name Cpu Time ~Combinations 

append 0.7 981 

delete 0.7 1152 

extractNth 0.5 76~ 

factorial 0.5 912 

last_of 0.1 54 

member 0.1 78 

noneIsZero 0.1 50 

plus 0.1 156 

reverse 0.4 720 

split 12.3 10948 

instances from 0 through 25. Test sets included 100 randomly selected instances 
Positive and negative instances were generated with equal probability. Selections 
of all terms and instances were done with replacement.  The accuracy of an output  
relation on a test set is defined as the percentage of correct classifications it 
provides among those instances. The accuracy of a set of output  relations is 
their average accuracy. The accuracies displayed in Table 4 for each relation are 
averages across all runs. Runs were repeated ten t imes for each relation, where 
each run used a different randomly selected training set for each relation. 

Table 4 summarizes  the results for each relation when ten negative instances 
were input. Accuracies increase as more positive instances are input. However, 
they are not 100% for two reasons. First, the randomly generated positive exam- 
ples can share structure or constants that  yield overly-specific outputs.  Second, 
the randomly generated negative examples do not always resolve with the overly 
general outputs.  Both of these conditions can prevent C R U S T A C E A N  from 
output t ing  the (correct) target  relation. Nevertheless, our experiments  provide 
evidence that  accuracy increases with the number  of positive input examples.  
Although not shown here, accuracy also increases with the number  of negative 
input examples.  

For all but two relations, the number  of outputs  decreased sharply as the 
number  of positive examples increased because the only lists of generating terms 
that  can match  for n + 1 positive examples must  be a subset of those tha t  match  
for the first n examples.  1~ Increasing numbers of negative examples also reduced 
the number  of outputs,  in this case because they filtered overly-general outputs.  

to Except when adding additional positive examples satisfies CRUSTACEAN's con- 
straint that the summed depths of a match be at least two. This occurred for delete 
and split here. 
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Table 4. CRUSTACEAN's average accuracies and number of outputs (10 runs) given 
two or three randomly selected positive examples with ten randomly selected negative 
examples 

Name ~ Inputs ~ Inputs 
[ Accuracy [ #O---'ff~puts I Accur~cy[# Ou-'utputs 

append 63.0% 

delete 61.7% 

extractNth 60.0% 

factorial 78.5% 

last_ot 74.4% 

member 65.2% 

noneIsZero 72.9% 

plus 63.5% 

reverse 80.5% 

split 78.3% 

22.5 73.8% 

20.4 71.3% 

12.0 78.0% 

8.7 88.1% 

2.7 88.4% 

2.2 76.2% 

7.0 79.3% 

9.8 85.5% 

22.0 85.5% 

15.6 85:7% 

15.0 

20.4 

5.0 

3.5 

1.4 

1.8 

6.5 

5.8 

8.9 

22.3 

6 Re la t ionsh ip  with  Prev ious  Work 

Since recursive relations are prevalent in logic programs written in PROLOG,  
recursive clause generalization under implication received extensive studies in 
the last few years. La.pointe and Matwin (1992) first proposed and implemented 
an inverse implicator called L O P S T E R .  When given two positive examples C 
and D of the same predicate, L O P S T E R  infers a recursive clause R such that  
R can be resolved with C and their resolvents repeatedly to prove D. Tha t  is, 
C, R ~ D. This is equivalent to R ~ D +-- C. 

Muggleton (1992) described a theoretically complete (though inefficient) al- 
gori thm that  essentially computes generalization R from the recursive clause 
D +-- C. However, both systems require the two examples given (C and D) to 
be on the same resolution chain resolved with R. This means that some a priori 
knowledge on the target theories nmst be known. This restriction is removed in 
our C R U S T A C E A N  system. It inputs a set of examples that  are not necessarily 
on the same resolution chain. It infers a recursive clause and a base clause such 
that  resolving positive examples with the recursive clause (eventually) yields 
instances of the base clause. 

Idestam-Ahnquist  (1993) proposed recursive anti-unification as a method for 
computing the minimal general generalization under implication (MinGGI) of a 
set of recursive clauses. There are two major differences between his algorithm 
and L O P S T E R ,  which is related to C R U S T A C E A N .  First, L O P S T E R  gener- 
alizes from two examples C and D, which can be regarded as one recursive clause 
D ~-- C, while MinGGI generalizes fl'om a set of recursive clauses. The MinGGI 
of one recursive clause is simply the clause itself. Second, Idestam-Almquist 's  
algorithm induces minimally general recursive clauses. L O P S T E R  instead in- 
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duces the least general recursive clauses that  maximize the number of recursive 
calls in the resolution proof (i.e., by selecting matched lists of generating terms 
with maximal depth). This allows it to produce the simplest recursive clauses. 
This clause is more general than other recursive clauses under self-resolution. 
For instance, given the two examples 

p(s(s(s(8(0))))) 
p(8(~(~(s(s(~(o))))))), 

L O P S T E R  yields p( s (X) )  ~-- p(x).  On the other hand, given the clauses 

p(O) 
p(0), 

minGGI would output p(s ( s (X) ) )  ~- p (X) .  
Another recent ILP system that  is closely related to C R U S T A C E A N  is 

Cohen's (1993) FORCE2.  Its class of learnable theories is similar to CRUS- 
TACEAN's :  one "closed" linearly recursive, /j-determinate clause and one base 
clause. The techniques used in F O R C E 2  are also closely related in essence to 
the ones in C R U S T A C E A N  in several aspects, except that  F O R C E 2  can be 
regarded as a model-driven system, while CRUSTACEAN is data-driven. In- 
stead of finding recursive literals (with generating terms) from the structural 
difference of subterms via sub-unification between given examples as in our sys- 
tems, F O R C E 2  enumerates all possible recursive literals. Although F O R C E 2  
has been proven to be a PAC-learning algorithm due to its restrictive repre- 
sentation, the enumeration algorithm would inevitably generate many recursive 
literals (and clauses) that  would not be induced by C R U S T A C E A N .  

Another difference is that F O R C E 2  is provided with an oracle that  answers 
the query if a positive example is a specialization of the (unknown) base clause. 
This oracle is needed because, after F O R C E 2  hypothesizes the recursive Clause, 
it then hypothesizes other instances of the target predicate to be true by "force- 
simulating" (i.e., decomposing) given positive examples using the recursive clause 
repeatedly, until the oracle says the hypothesized instance is a specialization of 
the base clause. All such instances are collected and generalized to form the base 
clause via lgg. 

C R U S T A C E A N  does not interact with an oracle. The only constraint it 
has is that  the positive examples can be reduced to specializations of a common 
but unknown base clause. A large number of subterms of positive examples are 
explored to find such specializations, as well as the recursive literals for the recur- 
sive clause. Therefore, C R U S T A C E A N  can potentially produce overly-specific 
or overly-general base clauses, which result in unintended recursive clauses. Most 
of these unintended clauses can be removed by checking their consistency with 
the positive and negative examples, and through a few other constraints and 
heuristics. If our system were given the same oracle as in FORCE2 ,  then its 
efficiency would be improved greatly. 

Another primary difference between C R U S T A C E A N  and the algorithms 
proposed by Muggleton, Idestam-Ahnquist and Cohen is that  its class of learn- 
able theories is quite restricted. The recursive clause must be purely rather than 
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linearly recursive, and their are certain restrictions on the terms. We feel that 
these restrictions, and other heuristics, are justified by CRUSTACEAN's effi- 
ciency (i.e., it performed well on the benchmark ILP clauses in Sect. 5). This 
again reflects our goal of designing efficient and practical ILP systems that 
assume little or no knowledge on the target theories except the class of such 
theories. 

7 Conclusion 

We have described CRUSTACEAN, a system that induces recursive relations 
from examples using a form of inverse implication. We have detailed the al- 
gorithm, as well as an example that illustrates its working. CRUSTACEAN 
produces purely recursive logic programs, syntactically similar to primitive re- 
cursive functions. We have also characterized the class of functions for which 
CRUSTACEAN is complete; CRUSTACEAN will produce the least general 
logic programs and their corresponding n th  roots (Muggleton, 1992) with respect 
to the the class of considered logic programs. 

We believe that our approach is a practical method for inducing recursive 
clauses. The class of functions for which it is applicable is larger than it may seem 
at first glance since, unlike some other systems (e.g., IRES (Rouveirol, Puget 
1990)), the literals are unflattened. When selecting the input examples, the user 
does not need to know the base clause, which is required by LOPSTER,  or 
the recursive clause, which is required by practically all approaches based on 0- 
subsumption. Only a small number of examples are required. Finally, empirical 
results indicate that many practical and non-trivial recursive relations (e.g., 
list reversal, usually taught only in the second year of the Computer Science 
curriculum) can be learned in under one cpu second. 

Future work will includes proving the conjecture expressed in Proposition 4, 
implementing the extension mentioned in its sketch, and further improving 
CRUSTACEAN's  efficiency. We will also plan to extend CRUSTACEAN so 
that it can induce a larger class of logical relations (i.e., left-recursive relations) 
of the form 

v(...). 
v(...) v(...), q(...). 
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